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Trajectory planning and combined
control design for critical high-speed
lane change manoeuvres
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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to develop an advanced driver assistance system for the integrated longitudinal and lat-
eral guidance of vehicles in critical high-speed lane change manoeuvres. The system consists of two parts: trajectory
planning and combined control. At the first, by considering the TV position and the available range of longitudinal accel-
eration, several trajectories with different accelerations are generated. Then, by taking into account the vehicle and tyre
dynamics, the most appropriate trajectory is selected. Therefore, the chosen trajectory is collision free and dynamically
feasible. Because the trajectory planning is carried out algebraically, it has low computational cost. This is especially valu-
able in the experimental implementations. At the second part of the study, using a robust combined longitudinal-lateral
controller, the control inputs are determined and transmitted to the brake/throttle and steering actuators. Both in the
trajectory planning and combined control design, the nonlinear tyre dynamics and the dynamics of throttle and brake
actuators are considered. To evaluate the performance of the proposed guidance algorithm, a full CarSim dynamic model
is utilized. The simulation results for critical high-speed lane change manoeuvres confirm that the proposed trajectory
planning method works effectively. The tracking error is also very small and the yaw stability is guaranteed.
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Introduction

Today, the application and capabilities of advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAS) are dramatically
increasing. ADAS make passengers comfortable, and
help in traffic reduction, lower fuel consumption and
decrease in pollution. Moreover, they have an impor-
tant role in reducing car accidents. Worldwide, more
than 1.25 million people die as a result of road traffic
crashes, and between 20 million and 50 million people
are injured every year.1 The World Health
Organization’s (WHO) reports also state that about
80% of accidents are caused by human error.2 One of
the common solutions to decrease human error is auto-
matic driving. Although the ultimate goal of an auto-
mobile manufacturer is fully automated cars,
unmanned driving is a complex problem that has many
challenging aspects. In the past decades, numerous and
various driver assistance systems have been developed
to reduce the impact of driver error and manage hazar-
dous driving situations.3,4 Majority of available ADAS

are related to either the longitudinal or lateral gui-
dance. In other words, there are a few driver assistance
systems that can cover both longitudinal and lateral
guidance. These few ADAS still have limitations and
are useful for normal manoeuvres. Integrated auto-
mated guidance has many subjects of research. The
main focus of this article is on trajectory planning and
integrated control design. In the following, a summar-
ized literature review will be presented.
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Trajectory planning

Real-time trajectory planning has different aspects such
as the geometric curve/approach, collision avoidance,
vehicle operating range, vehicle dynamics and computa-
tional cost. Recently, Katrakazas et al.5 conducted a com-
prehensive and perfect survey on motion planning. One
of the important issues that has received less attention is
vehicle capability in critical driving situations. Some stud-
ies focused on constant speed driving.6,7 Most researchers
have considered only kinematic constraints.8–10 In some
studies, the vehicle behaviour has been approximated as a
linear dynamic model.11–13 Many authors have assumed
that maximum longitudinal or/and lateral acceleration is/
are limited.14,15 Jeong hwan et al.16 proposed an RRT*
optimal motion planning algorithm based on nonlinear
vehicle and tyre dynamics. In Altché et al.,17,18 a
simulation-based approach offered to compute synthetic
feasibility envelopes for the vehicle. These envelopes can
be used in motion planning. However, when friction
changes, this method will not be so effective.

One of the most common curves that has been uti-
lized for lane change manoeuvres is polynomial.8,19 The
popularity of polynomial curves is due to their continu-
ity and simplicity. In Samiee et al.,6 a five-degree poly-
nomial is used for lane change manoeuvres. Also, the
proposed algorithm generates collision-free and dyna-
mically feasible trajectories. However, this study has
some limitations. The most important restriction is the
constant speed of the host vehicle (HV). Besides, to find
the final manoeuvre time, several high nonlinear equa-
tions must be solved simultaneously. In real-time imple-
mentations, this feature causes some problems.

Combined control design

In critical manoeuvres, integrated control of longitudi-
nal and lateral dynamics is inevitable. In previous stud-
ies, various control methods have been proposed to
solve this interesting problem. Recently, Dixit et al.20

presented a good survey on trajectory planning and
tracking for autonomous overtaking. Some authors use
vehicle kinematic model for control analysis.21–23 Major
researches utilize a linear dynamic model.24–30 Some
researchers studied integrated longitudinal and lateral
controls only in collision avoidance manoeuvres.31–33

Therefore, the methods provided by these references
cannot be used for all driving manoeuvres. One of the
most common techniques in combined control is Model
Predictive Control (MPC).34,35As a matter of fact,
thanks to its capabilities, the MPC manages profession-
ally multi-objective control problems for nonlinear and
uncertain systems. However, with increasing dynamic
model order, nonlinear terms and constraints, the com-
putational burden became greater.

Contributions

One of the most common manoeuvres that is difficult
even for experienced drivers is critical high-speed lane

change. In this manoeuvre, both vehicle dynamic
and tyre dynamic are highly nonlinear. On the con-
trary, factors such as short manoeuvre duration, lim-
ited vehicle dynamic capability, restricted tyre
dynamic capacity and no collision with adjacent
vehicles make driving more difficult. This paper pre-
sents a combined longitudinal and lateral guidance
system including trajectory planning and integrated
control for these manoeuvres. The proposed trajec-
tory planning method can produce collision-free and
feasible trajectories. The integrated control has a
good tracking performance and guaranties vehicle
stability. Moreover, it covers uncertainties including
tyre dynamics and driveline dynamics. Also, both
trajectory planning and control method have low
computational cost. The significant feature of this
control algorithm is that longitudinal control and
lateral control are designed based on the desired
longitudinal position and desired lateral position,
respectively. This feature is extremely important for
collision avoidance. In fact, at the moment of pass-
ing two vehicles side by side, there must be a safe
distance between them. Assuming that the position
of the target vehicle (TV) is known at the moment,
in order to maintain a safe distance, the HV’s posi-
tion must be controlled. In most integrated control
methods, longitudinal control is designed based on
the desired longitudinal velocity. Therefore, these
methods are not able to control the desired longitu-
dinal position.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the
next section, the integrated guidance system is intro-
duced. The ‘Vehicle models’ section presents the details
of the dynamic models used for simulation, control
strategy and reference generation. Then, the proposed
trajectory planning method and the integrated control
algorithm are described. Simulation results and discus-
sion are given in the next section. Finally, the conclu-
sions are presented.

Integrated longitudinal and lateral
guidance system

The general architecture of a longitudinal and lateral
guidance system was shown in Figure 1. This system
has several layers, but we focus on trajectory genera-
tion and control. Indeed, we assume that the neces-
sary information from the other layers is completely
available. The proposed algorithm can be described
as follows: first, considering the TV’s position, vehicle
dynamics and tyre dynamics, the reference trajectory
(Xr,Yr) was generated. Then, the integrated controller
determines the brake/throttle and steering inputs
required to track the desired trajectory.

A good application for the proposed algorithm is the
critical collision avoidance manoeuvre on a highway
(Figure 2). Let the HV and the TV be moving at the
same lane on the highway. The vehicles speed is high
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and the inter-vehicle distance is small. Suddenly, the
TV driver brakes heavily. In this situation, if the HV
only uses braking, two vehicles will certainly collide.
So the HV must initiate braking and steering simulta-
neously. It is assumed that the vehicles’ initial speed
and initial distance between the two vehicles are such
that there is at least one possible manoeuvre.
Although this algorithm has been developed for high-
speed critical lane changes, the main idea may be used
for other manoeuvres.

Vehicle models

In vehicle automated guidance analysis, selecting a
proper dynamic model is very significant. Selecting the
level of complexity of the dynamic model depends on
the actual behaviour of the vehicle in the examined
manoeuvre. In preceding research, various dynamic
models with different levels of complexity and accuracy
according to the physical phenomena captured are uti-
lized. Herein three dynamic models have been used.

Full CarSim dynamic model

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm, a full CarSim dynamic model is utilized. The

HV is a D-class Sedan. We do not change default vehi-
cle configuration parameters in the CarSim software.

Dynamic model for controller design

Integrated control is designed based on a seven degree
of freedom vehicle dynamic model (x, y,c,vf, l,
vf, r,vr, r,vr, l). A schematic view of this model is shown
in Figure 3. In calculating the normal tyre forces, longi-
tudinal and lateral load transfer due to accelerations is
taken into account. Also, Roll dynamic and the vehicle
suspension dynamics are neglected. To capture non-
linear tyre behaviour in control design, Bakker et al.’s36

tyre model with uncertainty is used. The dynamic
model is presented in more detail below.

Equation of motions

maxCG = Fxf, l +Fxf, r

� �
cos d� Fyf, l +Fyf, r

� �
sin d+ Fxr, l +Fxr, r

� �
� Faero

� �
ð1Þ

mayCG = Fxf, l +Fxf, r

� �
sin d+ Fyf, l +Fyf, r

� �
cos d+ Fyr, l +Fyr, r

� �� �
ð2Þ

Iz€c= lf Fxf, l +Fxf, r

� �
sin d+ Fyf, l +Fyf, r

� �
cos d

� �
� lr Fyr, l +Fyr, r

� �
ð3Þ

where Faero is defined as37

Faero=
1

2
rCdAF vx + vwindð Þ2 ð4Þ

Figure 1. General architecture of a longitudinal and lateral
guidance system.

Figure 3. Seven degree of freedom vehicle model.

Figure 2. Lane change manoeuvre.
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In equation (4), AF is considered37 as
1:6+0:00056(m� 765). The longitudinal and lateral
accelerations of CG (vehicle’s centre of gravity) can be
represented as

axCG = _vx � vy _c ð5Þ
ayCG = _vy + vx _c ð6Þ

Normal tyre forces

Fzf, l =m
glr � axcghcg � Faerohaero

m

2l
� lr

l

hcg
tw

aycg

" #
ð7Þ

Fzf, r =m
glr � axcghcg � Faerohaero

m

2l
+

lr
l

hcg
tw

aycg

" #
ð8Þ

Fzr, l =m
glf + axcghcg +

Faerohaero
m

2l
� lf

l

hcg
tw

aycg

" #
ð9Þ

Fzr, r =m
glf + axcghcg +

Faerohaero
m

2l
+

lf
l

hcg
tw

aycg

" #
ð10Þ

Wheel dynamics

Iw _vt, e =� Fxt, e :reff+ Td +Tbð Þt, e
� TRt, e , t 2 f, rf g, e 2 l, rf g

ð11Þ

TRt, e = fr:Fzt, e :reff ð12Þ

Assuming the vehicle is front-wheel drive (FWD)

Tdf, l =Tdf, r =
Td

2
ð13Þ

The relation between the braking torque applied to
each wheel and the total braking torque is given by

Tbt, l =Tbt, r =
Tbt

2
=

Fzt

Fzt

Tb, t 2 f, rf g ð14Þ

Driveline dynamics. In high-speed manoeuvres, it can be
assumed that the torque converter is locked. Hence

Te =
Td

kd
, kd =hdkdiffng ð15Þ

ath = f ve,Teð Þ ð16Þ

where f(ve,Te) represents the engine map.

Braking dynamics

Tb sð Þ
Pb sð Þ =

kb
tbs+1

ð17Þ

Tyre model

Fgt, e
=

sgt, e

st, e
mt, eFzt, e , g 2 x, yf g, t 2 f, rf g, e 2 l, rf g ð18Þ

mt, e =Dsin Carctan Bst, eð Þ½ �, t 2 f, rf g, e 2 l, rf g ð19Þ

st, e =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sxt, e
� �2

+ syt, e
� �2q

, t 2 f, rf g, e 2 l, rf g ð20Þ

where B, C and D are constants.36 These coefficients
are based on the default CarSim tyre model and are
determined by performing different simulations. The
maximum friction coefficient is also assumed to be 0.5.

Longitudinal slip

sxt, e =
vrwt, e � vcwt, e

max vrwt, e , vcwt, e

� � , t 2 f, rf g, e 2 l, rf g ð21Þ

Wheel ground contact point velocity

vcwf, l
= vcg � _c

tw
2
� lfb

� �
ð22Þ

vcwf, r
= vcg + _c

tw
2

+ lfb
� �

ð23Þ

vcwr, l
= vcg � _c

tw
2

+ lrb
� �

ð24Þ

vcwr, r
= vcg + _c

tw
2
� lrb

� �
ð25Þ

Rotational equivalent wheel velocity

vrwt, e = reffvt, e, t 2 f, rf g, e 2 l, rf g ð26Þ

Lateral slip

syt’at, t 2 f, rf g ð27Þ

Tyre slip angle

af = d� tan�1 vy + _clf
vx

	 

ð28Þ

ar =� tan�1 vy � _clr
vx

	 

ð29Þ

The vehicle parameters are shown in Table 1.

Dynamic model for trajectory generation

Trajectory planning is conducted based on a bicycle
dynamical model (x, y and c). Moreover, tyre friction
force capacity and dynamic of brake/throttle actuator
are considered

maxcg =Fxf +Fxr � Faero ð30Þ
maycg =Fyf +Fyr ð31Þ
Iz€c= lfFyf � lrFyr ð32Þ

Trajectory planning

The proposed trajectory generation has two steps. At
first, considering collision avoidance criteria for each
acceleration value, a trajectory can be achieved. Then,
taking into account the vehicle and tyre dynamics, the
maximum required friction in each trajectory is deter-
mined. Every trajectory whose maximum required fric-
tion is more than the available friction will be
unacceptable. In the end, the trajectory whose
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maximum required friction is lower than the others is
chosen as the most appropriate trajectory. The main
assumptions used in the development of the trajectory
planning method are as follows:

Assumption 1. The vehicle heading remains tangential
to the desired trajectory.
Assumption 2. Due to the high speed and short dura-
tion of manoeuvre, to maintain vehicle stability, the
side angle (c) must be small.

Collision avoidance approach

The trajectory collision avoidance algorithm must gen-
erate a trajectory which takes into account the geome-
try of the TV and the HV capabilities. Although
geometrically, there are numerous trajectories, all of
them are not dynamically feasible. This is discussed in
the next section. As shown in Figure 4, during the lane
change, the right front corner of the HV (point A) will
touch the left rear corner of the TV (point B) if sd be
equal to zero. The coordinates of the point B in inertial
coordinates are XB(t) and YB(t). We assume that the
functions of XB(t) and YB(t) during the manoeuvre are
available before trajectory planning. The desired lateral
CG’s position (YR(t)) is considered as a five-degree
polynomial. Our motivations for choosing a five-degree
polynomial (and no higher degrees) are as follows: It

can be twice differentiated so the trajectory is smooth.
Furthermore, it only needs two points to generate the
trajectory. Then, the desired lateral CG’s position in
terms of time is given by

YR tð Þ= b1t
5 + b2t

4 + b3t
3 + b4t

2 + b5t+ b6 ð33Þ

where b1 to b6 are coefficients of the polynomial which
can be calculated by applying boundary conditions to
the above equation. Herein, it is assumed that at the
beginning of the manoeuvre, the CG coincides with the
origin of the inertia coordinates axes. In addition,
the acceleration and lateral velocity of the HV at the
beginning and end of the lane change are zero. The lat-
eral displacement of the HV at the end of the man-
oeuvre is h. Also, tf represents the lane change duration
that is unknown now.

By applying these boundary conditions to equation
(33), YR(t) is obtained as

YR tð Þ= 6h

tf5

	 

t5 � 15h

tf4

	 

t4 +

10h

tf3

	 

t3 ð34Þ

The longitudinal motion of the host and TVs can be
arbitrary. However, in order to complete the formula-
tion of the proposed method, it is assumed that the HV
and the TV travel at constant accelerations aHV and
aTV, respectively. To consider the dynamic of brake/
throttle actuator in trajectory generation, the desired
longitudinal acceleration defined as a step response of
a first-order transfer function with the time constant
1=K. According to Figure 4 and assumption 1, the ref-
erence longitudinal position of points A and B are rep-
resented as

XA tð Þ= aHV
1

K2
1� e�Kt
� �

� t

K
+

t2

2

� �
+ v0t+ bf

ð35Þ

XB tð Þ= 1

2
aTVt

2 + v0t+ s0 + bf
� �

ð36Þ

We assume that at t= tc,XA =XB (Figure 4). By
equating the right-hand sides of equations (35) and
(36), tc and then YB(tc) are determined. According to
Figure 4, the lateral positions of points A and B at tc
can be written as

YA tcð Þ=YB tcð Þ+ sd ð37Þ

where YA(tc) is given by

YA tcð Þ=YR tcð Þ � wHW coscR tcð Þ+ bfsincR tcð Þ
ð38Þ

where cR is the reference vehicle yaw angle. _YR(tc) and
vR(tc) are known, so (cR(tc)) can be determined. Under
assumption 1, equation (38) can be rewritten as

YA tcð Þ=YR tcð Þ � wHV + bf
_YR tcð Þ
vR tcð Þ ð39Þ

Table 1. Vehicle parameters of the CarSim D-class, Sedan.

Symbol Value Unit Symbol Value Unit

m 1530 kg kb 700 (Nm)/MPa
Iz 2315 kgm2 tb 0.06 –
lf 1.11 m hd 0.85 –
lr 1.67 m kdiff 4.1 –
bf 2.18 m reff 0.3 m
br 2.74 m Iw 0.9 kgm2

wHV 0.85 m fr 0.015 –
tw 1.55 m B 25 –
hCG 0.52 m C 1.5 –
haero 1.39 m D 0.5 –

Figure 4. Description of the lateral distance between the HV
and the TV.
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Substituting YA(tc) in equation (37) and after simplifi-
cation, the following five-degree polynomial equation
turns out

tf
5 � 10htc

2 tc +
3bf

vR tcð Þ

	 

tf
2

+15htc
3 tc +

4bf
vR tcð Þ

	 

tf � 6htc

4 tc +
5bf

vR tcð Þ

	 

=0

ð40Þ

where tf is unknown. By solving the above equation, tf
is obtained and the trajectory is quite determined. It is
obvious that for different values of aHV, different trajec-
tories will be generated.

Dynamic feasibility analysis

The evaluation of dynamic feasibility is a very compli-
cated problem because both the vehicle dynamics and
tyre dynamics should be taken into account. The objec-
tive of this section is to provide a new algebraic
approach for dynamic feasibility analysis of critical
high-speed manoeuvres. Indeed, in this method, there is
no need to solve differential equations (including wheel
dynamics, vehicle motion and controller equations).
This analysis is based on the tyre–road friction capac-
ity. In fact, if the tyre–road interface cannot provide
the required friction for a trajectory, the trajectory will
not be feasible, and vice versa. If the required friction
coefficient is closer to the maximum available friction
coefficient, the trajectory will be more critical. At the
end of the collision avoidance section, the free collision
trajectories are determined. So for each trajectory axR,
ayR,

_cR and €cR in terms of time are known. By substi-
tuting these values into equations (7)–(10), normal tyre
forces are found. According to equations (11), (13) and
(14), by replacing (axCG)R in equation (30), the longitu-
dinal tyre forces can be written as

Fxt =
Fzt

mg
maxR +Faeroð Þ, t 2 f, rf g ð41Þ

during braking and

Fxf = maxR +Faeroð Þ,Fxr =0 ð42Þ

during traction.
Also, substituting (ayCG)R and €cR in (31) and (32)

and combining the resulting equations, the lateral tyre
forces are obtained as

Fyf =
mlrayR + Iz€cR

l
ð43Þ

Fyr =
mlfayR � Iz€cR

l
ð44Þ

Now, the average friction coefficient of the
front/rear tyres and the maximum required friction
coefficient (mreq,max) during the manoeuvre can be
calculated.

mreq,max=max

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fxf

2 +Fyf
2

q
Fzf

,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fxr

2 +Fyr
2

q
Fzr

0@ 1A ð45Þ

If at least at one point of trajectory, mreq,max is
greater than the maximum available frictional coeffi-
cient (mro,max), then the trajectory will not be dynami-
cally feasible. In order to choose the most appropriate
trajectory among all collision-free trajectories, mreq,max

must be calculated for all trajectories. Finally, the tra-
jectory that mreq,max\mro,max and has the smallest
mreq,max will be the most appropriate one.

Herein, the question may arise whether this criter-
ion, maximum required friction coefficient, is suffi-
cient to choose the most appropriate trajectory. In
general, there are different criteria such as collision
avoidance, vehicle stability, passenger comfort and
fuel consumption for choosing the most appropriate
trajectory. However, in critical manoeuvres, these cri-
teria may change. In these manoeuvres, collision free
and vehicle stability are the priorities and the other
criteria are not so important. In this study, the colli-
sion avoidance condition is assumed to be the same
for all trajectories. Therefore, the trajectory that pro-
vides more vehicle stability margins would be the
most appropriate one. According to equation (19), by
increasing the friction coefficient, the total tyre slip is
increased. The higher tyre slip would lead to higher
side slip angle. When the side slip angle increases, the
yaw stability margin is decreased. Finally, it can be
concluded that maximum required friction coefficient
criterion is sufficient.

Trajectory planning results

To investigate the proposed trajectory planning
method, a critical collision avoidance manoeuvre is
considered. The overview of the critical collision avoid-
ance manoeuvre was presented in the ‘Integrated longi-
tudinal and lateral guidance system’ section. Its
specifications are summarized in Table 2. It is assumed
that the TV’s acceleration and the lateral position of
the B point (wTV) are constant during the manoeuvre.

It is assumed that the collision avoidance scenario is
conducted with four different accelerations. By

Table 2. Details of the collision avoidance manoeuvres.

Symbol Value Unit

v0 80 km/h
vwind 0 km/h
s0 5 m
h 4 m
aHV 0, –2, –2.5, –4 m/s2

aTV –8 m/s2

wTV 0.85 m
sd 0.6 m
mro,max 0.50 –
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replacing the manoeuvre data from Table 2 in the
equations of the ‘Collision avoidance approach’ sec-
tion, for each acceleration, a trajectory is obtained.
Once the trajectory’s specifications are determined,
using the method presented in section ‘Dynamic feasi-
bility’, the maximum required friction in each trajec-
tory can be determined. The summary of the results is
given in Table 3.

When the longitudinal acceleration is zero, the
required longitudinal forces are negligible. However,
because of the short manoeuvre duration (relative to
other trajectories), the lateral acceleration is high.
Therefore, the resulting required lateral tyre forces will
be large. This results in the maximum required friction
coefficient to be 0.51. On trajectory 2, by applying
brake, the necessary longitudinal tyre force is more
than the previous one. Also, by increasing manoeuvre
time (from 2.17 to 2.47 s), the maximum lateral accel-
eration declines. As a result, required lateral tyre forces
are lower. This increasing and decreasing make the
maximum necessary tyre forces go down; therefore, the
maximum required friction coefficient drops from 0.51
to 0.48. By rising the deceleration to 2:5m=s2, an inter-
esting event occurs. Although the deceleration is more
than deceleration of trajectory 2, the maximum
required friction coefficient remains almost constant.
The cause of this happening can be described as fol-
lows: compared to trajectory 2, the increasing of the
longitudinal tyre force is almost equal to the reduction
of lateral forces; so the maximum required friction
stays at the same level. It is expected that further decel-
eration makes the maximum friction to increase. By
evaluating the results of trajectory 4, the correctness of
this statement is well proved. According to the afore-

mentioned results, based on the minimum required fric-
tion criterion, trajectories 2 and 3 with a maximum
friction coefficient of 0.48 are the most appropriate tra-
jectories. It will be shown in section ‘Evaluation of the
trajectory planning method’ that simulation results of
the close loop system confirms the results obtained
from the trajectory planning method.

Combined longitudinal and
lateral control

In this section, using the sliding mode control
approach,38 an integrated controller will be developed.
This control algorithm simultaneously ensures good
longitudinal and lateral position tracking. In the longi-
tudinal control, the two inputs considered for traction
and braking modes are brake master cylinder pressure
and throttle opening, respectively. In addition, the vehi-
cle lateral dynamic is controlled by the front-wheel
steering angle.

Longitudinal control

The longitudinal control aims to track the reference
longitudinal position generated by the trajectory plan-
ning system. To use the sliding mode approach pre-
sented in Slotine,38 a relation between the longitudinal
position (or one of its derivatives) with the torques
applied to the wheels should be extracted. Assuming
X(t)=

R t
0 (vx cosc� vy sinc)dt and XR are reference

longitudinal position and vehicle longitudinal position,
the error of the longitudinal position can be defined as
eX =X� XR. The sliding surface for longitudinal con-
trol is written as follows

ssx =
d

dt
+ lx

	 
1

eX ð46Þ

Differentiating ssx

_ssx = _vx cosc�N cosc½ � ð47Þ

where

N=
vx _c sinc+ _vy sinc+ €Xr + lx vy sinc+ _XR

� �
cosc

� lxvx + vy _c

Assuming _ssx =0, _vx is achieved

_vx =N ð48Þ

Also, using longitudinal dynamic, _vx can be obtained
as (49) and (50) for braking and traction mode,
respectively

_vx =
1

m

Tb

reff
�
frreffFzf + Iw _vf, l + _vf, r

� �
reff

cos �d� frreffFzr +
Iw
reff

_vr, l + _vr, rð Þ
	 


� Fyf sin
�d� Faero

� �
+ vy _c ð49Þ

_vx =
1

m

Td

reff
�

frreffFzf + Iw _vf, l + _vf, r

� �
reff

	 

cos �d� Fyf sin

�d� Faero

� �
+ vy _c ð50Þ

By equating the right-hand sides of equations (48)
and (49), the total equivalent braking torque is
obtained

Tbeq = reff frF̂zf cos �d+ frF̂zr +
b�Fyf sin

�d+ F̂aero �mvy _c+mN
h i

+ Iw _vf, l + _vf, r

� �
cos �d+ _vr, l + _vr, r

� �
ð51Þ

Table 3. Specification of collision free trajectories.

Trajectory
no.

aHV tc tf mreq,max

(m/s2) (s) (s) Front tyres Rear tyres

1 0 1.11 2.17 0.51 0.50
2 –2 1.26 2.47 0.43 0.48
3 –2.5 1.31 2.56 0.43 0.48
4 –4 1.51 2.96 0.48 0.53
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In addition, by equating the right-hand sides of
equations (48) and (50), the equivalent engine torque is
achieved

Teeq = k̂d reff frF̂zf cos �d+
b�Fyf sin

�d+ F̂aero �mvy _c+mN
� �

+ Iw _vf, l + _vf, r

� �
cos �d

h i
ð52Þ

According to Slotine,38 the sliding condition can be
written as

ssx _ssx4� hx ssxj j ð53Þ

By substituting _ssx from (47) into (53)

ssx _vx cosc�N cosc½ �4� hx ssxj j ð54Þ

In order to satisfy sliding condition (54) despite
uncertainty on the vehicle and tyre dynamics, a term
must be added to Teq.

Since the braking and the driveline dynamics are
completely independent of each other, the remainder of
the longitudinal control design will be made separately
for each one.

Braking mode. By replacing _vx from (49) into (54) and
multiplying both sides of the resulting inequality by
mreff= cosc

ssx

n
Tb � frreff Fzf cos �d+Fzr

� �
� Iw _vf, l + _vf, r

� �
cos �d

+ Iw _vrf, l + _vr, r

� �
�reff �Fyf sin

�d� reffFaero

+mreffvy _c�mreffN
o
4�mreffhx

cosc
ssxj j

ð55Þ

by considering total braking torque as
Tb =Tbeq � kx, bsat(ssx,[x) and substituting it in (55),
inequality (55) can be rewritten as

ssx

n
frreff Fzf cos �d+Fzr

� �
� F̂zf cos �d+ F̂zr

� �� �
+ reff Faero � F̂aero

� �
+ reff �Fyf sin

�d� b�Fyf sin
�d

� �o
+

mreffhx

cosc
ssxj j4kx, bsat(ssx,[x)ssx

ð56Þ

Defining the following uncertainty bounds

frreff Fzf cos �d+Fzr

� �
� F̂zf cos �d+ F̂zr

� �� � 
40:15frreff F̂zf cos �d+ F̂zr

� �
=Uroll

reff Faero � F̂aero

� � 40:15reffF̂aero=Uaero

reff �Fyf sin
�d� b�Fyf sin

�d
� � 40:15reff

b�Fyf sin
�d

 =UFyf

the sliding condition can be written as the following
condition

Uroll +Uaero +UFyf
+

mreffhx

cosc
4kx, b ð57Þ

Considering an appropriate value for [x, the total
braking torque is achieved. Finally, by using (17), the
master cylinder pressure can be determined.

Traction mode. At first, we consider the following uncer-
tainty for the driveline dynamics

kd,max=1:05hdkdiffng, kd,min =0:95hdkdiffng,

k̂d =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kd,max:kd,min

p
=0:85

By defining total engine torque as
Te =Teeq � k̂dkx, tsat(ssx,[x) and substituting it in
(54), sliding condition is given by

ssx
Teeq � k̂dkx, tsat(ssx,[x)

kd
� frreffFzf + Iw _vf, l + _vf, r

� �� �
cos �d� reff �Fyf sin

�d� reffFaero+mreffvy _c�mreffN

( )
4�mreffhx

cosc
ssxj j

ð58Þ

Adding and subtracting Teeq=k̂d, the inequality (58)
can be rewritten as

ssx
1

kd
� 1

k̂d

	 

Teq + refffr F̂zf cos �d+ F̂zr

� �
� Fzf cos �d+Fzr

� �� �
+ reff

b�Fyf sin
�d� �Fyf sin

�d
� �

+ reff F̂aero � Faero

� �� �� �
+

mreffhx

cosc
ssxj j4 k̂dkx, t

kd

ð59Þ

By defining bx =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kd,max=kd,min

p
and multiplying

both sides of the above inequality by kd=k̂d, after some
simplification, the sliding condition can be written as

kd,max � kd,minð Þ Teq

 
+bx Uroll +Uaero +UFyf

+
mreffhx

cosc

� �
4kx, t

ð60Þ

Considering an adequate value for [x, the total
engine torque is achieved.
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Lateral control

Lateral controller steers the vehicle’s wheels for reference
lateral position tracking. To use the sliding mode strat-
egy introduced in Slotine,38 a relation between the lateral
position (or one of its derivatives) with the steering wheel
angle should be found. Combining equations (18), (27)
and (28), the front lateral tyre forces are given by

Fyf, e = d� tan�1 vy + _clf
vx

	 
	 

mf, e

sf, e
Fzf, e e 2 l, rf g ð61Þ

Multiplying both sides of equation (1) by lr and add-
ing it to equation (3), rear lateral tyre forces are elimi-
nated from the resulting equation. By substituting front
lateral tyre forces from (61) in this equation, _vy is
obtained as

_vy =
l sin d

mlr
Fxf, l +Fxf, r

� �
+ bd

� btan�1 vy + _clf
vx

	 

� vx _c� Iz

mlr
€c

ð62Þ

where

b=
l cos d

mlr

mf, l

sf, l
Fzf, l +

mf, r

sf, r
Fzf, r

	 

Assuming Y(t)=

R t
0 (vx sinc+ vy cosc)dt and YR

are reference lateral position and vehicle lateral posi-
tion, the error of the lateral position can be defined as
eY =Y� YR. The sliding surface for lateral control is
given by

ssy =
d

dt
+ ly

	 
1

eY, ly . 0 ð63Þ

Differentiating ssy

_ssy = _vy cosc�M cosc
� �

ð64Þ

where

M=
vy _c sinc� _vx sinc+ €YR � ly vx sinc� _Yr

� �
cosc

� vx _c� lyvy

Assuming _ssy =0, _vy is achieved

_vy =M ð65Þ

By equating the right-hand sides of equations (62)
and (65), the equivalent wheel steering angle is obtained

deq =
1

b̂
M� l sin �d

mlr
F̂xf, l + F̂xf, r

� �
+

Iz
mlr

€c+ vx _c

� �
+tan�1 vy + _clf

vx

	 

ð66Þ

According to Slotine,38 the lateral sliding condition
can be written as

ssy _ssy4� hy ssy
  ð67Þ

By substituting _ssy from (64) into (67), the above
inequality be rewritten as

ssy _vy cosc�M cosc
� �

4� hy ssy
  ð68Þ

In order to satisfy sliding condition (67) despite
uncertainty on the vehicle and tyre dynamics, a term
must be added to deq. So the total steering angle is
defined as

d= deq �
kysat(ssy,[y)

b̂
ð69Þ

By substituting d from (69) into (67) and multiplying
both sides of resulting equation by b̂=b, after some sim-
plification, sliding condition is given by

ssy cosc
b̂

b
Fxf, l � F̂xf, l

� �
+ Fxf, r � F̂xf, r

� �� �
� F̂xf, l + F̂xf, r

� �
1� b̂

b

 !" #
l sin �d

mlr
+ 1� b̂

b

 !
vx _c+

Iz
mlr

€c+M

	 
 !

+hy

b̂

b
ssy
 4ky ssy

  ð70Þ

Defining the following uncertainty bounds

bmax=1:1
l cos �d

mlr

mf, l

sf, l
Fzf, l +

mf, r

sf, r
Fzf, r

	 

, bmin =0:85

l cos �d

mlr

mf, l

sf, l
Fzf, l +

mf, r

sf, r
Fzf, r

	 


b̂=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bmax:bmin

p
=0:99

l cos �d

mlr

mf, l

sf, l
Fzf, l +

mf, r

sf, r
Fzf, r

	 

,by =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bmax

bmin

s
=1:16

Fxf, l � F̂xf, l

� �
+ Fxf, r � F̂xf, r

� � l sin �d cosc
mlr

 4UFx
=0:15 sxf, l

mf, l

sf, l
Fzf, l

 + sxf, r
mf, r

sf, r
Fzf, r

 � �
l sin �d
  cosc

mlr
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Inequality (70) can be rewritten as

F̂xf, l + F̂xf, r

� � l cosc sin �d

mlr

 + vx _c+
Iz
mlr

€c+M

  cosc� �
by � 1
� �

+ UFx
+hy

� �
by4ky ð71Þ

The lateral sliding condition will be satisfied if
ky is bigger than the left-hand side of the above
inequality.

Simulation results and discussion

Simulations are performed using vehicle simulation
software, CarSim and MATLAB/Simulink. It should
be noted that simulations are performed with the
default vehicle configuration parameters in the CarSim
software. The block diagram of the combined longitu-
dinal and lateral guidance system is illustrated in
Figure 5.

Evaluation of the trajectory planning method

As specified in Table 3, in the first and last trajectories,
mreq,max is bigger than mro,max. So, based on the mini-
mum required friction criterion, these trajectories are
not dynamically feasible. Herein, an important question
may arise; what happens when the HV moves along
these trajectories? It is important to note that the fric-
tion coefficients in Table 3 are almost equal; so it can-
not be said that the vehicle will become necessarily
unstable. However, one can certainly expect that with
the same controller, the tracking errors of trajectories 2
and 3 are lesser than the others. This issue is well illu-
strated in Figure 6.

Figure 5. The block diagram of the combined longitudinal and lateral guidance system.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Tracking errors for all trajectories: (a) Longitudinal position error and (b) lateral position error.
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As noted above, the most appropriate trajectory was
selected based on the approximate maximum frictional
coefficient of the front and rear tyres. So it is important
that the proposed method has sufficient accuracy. For
this purpose, the friction coefficients of the tyres and
the approximate friction coefficient of the front and
rear tyres for trajectory 2 are shown in Figure 7. By
comparing the tyre friction coefficients and the average
frictional coefficients, it can be concluded that both of
them have the same trend. Of course, in the proposed
method only the maximum friction coefficient is impor-
tant. So it is not necessary that the approximate curve

coincides with the actual curve! In terms of quantity,
the approximate friction coefficients are slightly less
than the actual friction coefficients. The difference
between the two values is due to the difference between
the actual and approximate accelerations. Indeed, in
the trajectory planning method, it was assumed that
the vehicle heading remains tangential to the desired
trajectory. In other words, vy was assumed to be zero.
So, according to equation (5), the approximate longitu-
dinal acceleration is less than the real acceleration. As a
result, the tyre longitudinal force and the resulting total
friction will be less than the actual values.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Comparison of approximate average friction coefficients and tyre friction coefficients: (a) Front tyres and (b) rear tyres.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 8. Overall performance of the combined controller: (a) Reference and vehicle trajectories, (b) longitudinal position error
and (c) lateral position error.
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Detailed combined longitudinal and lateral control
results

In this section, the integrated control performance for
trajectory 2 will be elaborated in detail. It is also
assumed that after the lane change, the vehicle contin-
ues to move in a straight line until 4 s at a constant
speed. The overall performance of the combined con-
troller is shown in Figure 8(a).

According to Figure 8(b), the maximum longitudinal
error is about 0.25m. Furthermore, the maximum lateral
position error is less than 1cm (Figure 8(c)). Regarding
the error values, it can be concluded that the proposed
control algorithm presents excellent tracking performance.

Figure 9 illustrates the longitudinal control perfor-
mance. As noted in the trajectory planning section, the
desired longitudinal acceleration in both the braking
mode and the traction mode was considered as the step
response of the first-order transfer function. This defi-
nition, in addition to taking into account the dynamics
of the throttle and brake actuators, causes that the con-
trol inputs do not change suddenly.

As can be seen in Figure 9(a) and (c), change of
brake master cylinder pressure and the wheel braking
torques are completely continuous and smooth. This
feature is also seen in the throttle opening and the
wheel driving torques (Figure 9(b) and (d)). As

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 9. Longitudinal control: (a) Brake master cylinder pressure, (b) throttle opening, (c) wheel braking torques, (d) wheel
driving torques, (e) longitudinal speed and (f) transmission gear ratio.
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Figure 9(e) indicates, the vehicle speed at the end of
the manoeuvre is 62 km/h. Also, during the man-
oeuvre, the transmission gear ratio remains constant
at 0.7 (Figure 9(f)).

The lateral control performance is presented in
Figure 10. With respect to Figure 10(a), the steering
input angle is perfectly uninterrupted and uniform. For
further explanation of the lateral states of the vehicle,
lateral speed, heading angle and side-slip angle are
shown in Figure 10(b)–(d), respectively. As can be seen
in Figure 10(c), the maximum side-slip angle is less
than 2.6�. As a result, the correctness of assumption 1
is verified. Besides, the small slip angle ensures yaw sta-
bility which is very much worthwhile.

A more complex lane change scenario

In order to better demonstrate the capabilities of the pro-
posed method, a more complex scenario is considered. As
shown in Figure 11, this scenario includes three vehicles
that are quite similar in size. These vehicles are moving at
the same lane on the highway (Figure 11(a)). The initial
conditions of the TV and HV1 are exactly the same as the
previous scenario (Table 3). It is assumed that the refer-
ence trajectory for HV1 is trajectory 2 (Table 3). HV1
starts to lane change to lane 2. After 0.5 s, HV2 decides to

overtake HV1 and go to lane 3 (Figure 11(b)). At this
moment, the initial speed of HV2 is 90km=h and the
longitudinal distance with HV1 is 9.3m. The positions of
the three vehicles at tc (the moment that HV2 reaches to
HV1) and the end of the manoeuvre are shown in Figure
11(c) and (d), respectively. In this scenario, it is assumed
that HV1 and HV2 are automated and under the control
of a central system. Therefore, HV2 is aware of the refer-
ence trajectory of HV1.

This manoeuvre can be performed with different
accelerations. However, according to assumptions, if
the deceleration is bigger than 2m=s2, the speed of HV2
at the end the manoeuvre will be smaller than the speed
of HV1, and overtaking will not be possible. The results
of the trajectory planning method for three acceleration
(0, –1, –2) are presented in Table 4.

According to Table 4, on trajectories 1, 2 and 3, the
maximum required frictions are 0.65, 0.53 and 0.41,
respectively. So, based on the minimum required fric-
tion criterion, trajectory 3 is the most appropriate tra-
jectory. The control performance for these trajectories
also confirms this (Figure 12).

Longitudinal and lateral tracking errors of three tra-
jectories are illustrated in Figure 13(a) and (b), respec-
tively. Comparing the tracking errors and maximum
required friction associated with each trajectory, it can

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10. Lateral control: (a) Front-wheel steering angle, (b) lateral speed, (c) heading angle and (d) side-slip angle.
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be concluded that the proposed trajectory planning
method works effectively.

Conclusion

This paper presents an integrated longitudinal and lat-
eral vehicle guidance system for critical high-speed lane
change manoeuvres. This algorithm provides suitable
solutions to the problem of trajectory planning and
tracking control. The simulation results for critical

collision avoidance manoeuvres confirmed the effec-
tiveness and high capabilities of the proposed algo-
rithm. The most important features of the proposed
algorithm are as follows:

1. In order to be close to the actual behaviour of the
vehicle, both in the trajectory planning and in the
combined control design, the longitudinal and lat-
eral load transfer, the nonlinear tyre dynamics and
the dynamics of throttle and brakes actuators are
considered.

2. The proposed algorithm can be reliably used in all
critical high-speed lane change manoeuvres includ-
ing constant speed, braking and acceleration ones.

3. Compared to other studies, as the trajectory plan-
ning was performed algebraically, the computa-
tional cost is highly low. This is very valuable in
real-time implementations.

4. The proposed integrated longitudinal and lateral
controller demonstrates an excellent tracking per-
formance and ensures vehicle stability.

5. Combined control was designed based on
longitudinal and lateral position errors, so the HV
position is fully controlled. This issue is especially
important in collision avoidance manoeuvres.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11. Complex scenario: (a) initial vehicle positions, (b) start of the manoeuvre, (c) moment that HV2 reaches to HV1 and (d)
the end of manoeuvre.

Table 4. Results of trajectory planning method for complex scenarios.

Trajectory no. aHV tc tf mreq,max

(m/s2) (s) (s) Front tyres Rear tyres

1 0 1.73 2.73 0.65 0.63
2 –1 1.98 3.08 0.51 0.53
3 –2 2.46 3.84 0.37 0.41

Figure 12. Reference and vehicle trajectories for complex
scenario.
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Appendix 1

Notation

()f=r front/rear axle
()f=r, l=r front/rear, left/right tyre
()HV host vehicle
()R reference value
()TV target vehicle
a acceleration
AF frontal area of the vehicle
B,C,D coefficient Pacejka’s Magic formula
bf, br distance from CG to front/rear bumper
Cd aerodynamic drag coefficient
CG vehicle’s centre of gravity
Faero aerodynamic drag force
fr rolling resistance coefficient
Fx,Fy longitudinal/lateral tyre force
Fz normal force on tyre
g gravity acceleration
h maximum lateral displacement of the

HV
haero height of the location at which the

equivalent aerodynamic force acts
hCG height of CG
Iw wheel’s moment of inertia
Iz vehicle yaw moment of inertia
kb braking gain
kd driveline gain (include final drive

reduction)
kdiff final gear reduction in the differential
kx, b, kx, t, ky uncertainty gain for braking, traction

and lateral control, respectively
l wheelbase
lf, lr front/rear axle – CG distance
m total mass of vehicle
Pb brake master cylinder pressure
reff effective radius of the tyres
s total slip
sat :, :ð Þ saturation function
sd lateral safe distance
sx, sy longitudinal/lateral slip
ssx, ssy longitudinal/lateral sliding surface
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s0 initial inter-vehicle distance
Tb total wheel braking torque
tc moment that the HV reaches to the TV
Td total wheel driving torque
Te net engine torque
tf lane change duration
Tr rolling resistance torque
tw track width
v total velocity at CG
vcw wheel ground contact point velocity
vrw rotational equivalent wheel velocity
vwind wind speed
vx, vy longitudinal/lateral velocity at CG
v0 initial speed of host/TV
w vehicle width
X,Yð Þ CG’s position in inertial coordinates
x, yð Þ body-fixed coordinates

v wheel angular speed

_v wheel angular speed
r mass density of air
b vehicle slip angle
d front-wheel steering angle
a tyre slip angle
c vehicle yaw angle
_c vehicle yaw rate
€c yaw angular acceleration
m friction coefficient
ve rotational engine speed
hd driveline efficiency
hg transmission gear ratio
ath throttle opening
tb time constant of the brake actuator
fx,fy boundary layer thickness for

longitudinal/lateral control
hx,hy,lx, ly strictly positive constants
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